media, and, to a lesser extent, academia, expressed support and solidarity with the victims by partaking of such commemorative performances.3 Although these acts took the form of public performances, not all responded to the same logic. On the one hand, there were commemorations in the metro politan area like the unveiling of plaques, naming of squares, planting of trees, and even school activities devoted to the subject-institutional undertakings from both the Jewish community and national and local legislatures. On the other hand, other innovative public interventions, like those carried out by Memoria Activa (Active Memory), without neglecting their commemorative character, emphasized denunciation.4 They did so during weekly public per formances held in the Plaza Lavalle, across from the Palacio de Tribunales (Palace of Justice). Such performances blended a symbolic repertoire associ ated with Jewish belonging (blowing the shofar, the utterance of biblical phrases in Hebrew) and forms of social protest rooted in the Argentine national political culture (the ritualized presence in a highly marked space on a regular basis with denunciatory speeches). These other forms of Jewish visibility in terms of social protest contributed to gradual alienation from the institutional initiatives of the Jewish community that emerged simultaneously.5 Conse quently, they shaped a singular phenomenon out of their ability to combine discursive elements from diverse fields.
This chapter examines the discourse of Memoria Activa in order to estab lish how it articulates a particular cultural identity and a universal collective demand. Our research focuses on the explicit public discourse, contained in transcriptions of speeches from the weekly demonstrations oftentimes broad cast live by cable news channels. Through the analysis of these concrete mate rials, we gain an understanding of some of the implications of their protests.6 The specific material we take into consideration for this work is an editorial 3 Richard Bauman, "Performance," in Bauman, Folklore, Cultural Performances and Popular Entertainments, 41-49 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992) .We understand them to be performances in that they are "an aesthetically marked and heightened mode of communi cation, framed in a special way and put on display for an audience" (41). 4 Memoria Activa is a civil association formed by relatives of victims of the attack and other actors of the Jewish community that early on took a discordant position toward the way Jewish leadership-and other relatives-headed the demand for a full investigation. 5 We refer to the commemorative ceremonies that amia carries out every month on the 18th, in the street at the entrance of the building. 6 At the time of the lajsa conference in June 2002 when the original version of this paper was presented, both authors were undertaking individual research projects on Jewish commem orative practices that used a corpus of written media sources in their empirical materials.
